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Abstract 

Global symmetries of the D = 4 supergravity effective theory 
consistent with the compactification of the superstring are shown to form an 
SU(1,1) x U(l) group of transformations acting on the dilaton, axion and 
matter fields. These are exact invariances of the Kâhler potential if they are 
preserved by integration over Kaluza-Klein massive states. A key role is 
played by the cubic superpotentiàl which is also essential in implementing 
flatness of the scalar potential, a vanishing cosmological constant and thus 
effective global supersymmetry in the matter sector, at the classical level. 
This is shown by an explicit computation of the scalar potential. If only an 
axion-like non-compact subgroup is left unbroken by the superpotentiàl, the 
cosmological constant turns out to be negative in some cases. 
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If supersymmetry is preserved, the compactification of the superstring 
over six dimensions leads to a specific class of supergravity models, 
characterized by three functions of the bosonic complex fields : the Kâhler 
potential, the analytic superpotential and the metrics of the gauge boson 
kinetic terms. Kitten"^ first derived the form of these functions by a 
truncation over all massive states present in the theory. The truncation of 
the massive string states leads to an N = 1, D = 10 supergravity'•2' coupled 
to an (E x E ) Yang-Hills field theory, and the further truncation of the 
massive Kaluza-Klein states after compactification in an H x K manifold 

<t 6 
results in an effective H = 1, D = 4 supergravity theory for the massless 
fields '•'•"'. The Kâlher potential is found to describe the manifold of the 
SU(1,1)/U(1) x SU(n,l)/U(n) nonlinear <r-model, when n-1 of the fields are 
non-singlet under the E gauge group transformations''.The superpotential is 
the cubic E -invariant polynomial made up of these fields. However, even at 
the classical level, these truncations are at best a low-energy approximation 
of the integration over massive states. The validity of this scheme is 
controlled by relative values of the mass scale of the string H , the Planck 
mass M and the compactification scale H . The superstring theories, e.g. the p r. 

heterotic superstring, give relations between these scales and the gauge 
coupling constant. It can then be argued^6-' that M »-M - M , and the 

a p e 

effective low-energy model from the superstring would be different from the 
resulting theory through truncation. 

A different approach to the problem is possible, even in the absence 
of an explicit scheme of compactification. Global symmetries of the 
compactified superstring strongly constrain the form and the properties of the 
4-dimensional model. A natural idea would be to determine these symmetries at 
the level of the D = 10 supergravity Lagrangian which are expected to have 
counterparts in 4-dimensions. Clearly, further investigations would be needed 
to identify these symmetries directly at the string level '•''. There are four 
well-known classical symmetries: two axion-type and two dilation invariances. 
The general form of the Kâhler potential consistent with these symmetries has 
been.written down in Ref.[7] assuming the superpotential to be cubic in the 
matter fields. This form of the superpotential can be shown to be preserved by 
the (perturbative) integration over the massive states of the string'3^. 

" These fields which are refered to as "matter" fields are in 27 and 27 of 
E . For phenomenological reasons one has to assume that E is broken at the 
conpactification scale in some appropriate subgroup, which results in a 
different set of massless ("matter") fields., see Refs.[4]. Possible singlet 
massless states recently discussed in [5] are also to be included among these 
"matter" fields. 
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In the first part of this paper, we further investigate the set of 
symmetries which could be retained after the compactification of superstrings. 
We find that the previous one is enlarged to an SU(1,1) x U(l) algebra. More 
specifically, the truncated D = 10 supergravity Lagrangian'^ also has a 
linear compact U(D symmetry corresponding to ; multiplication of all matter 
fields by a common phase. Assuming this symmetry, the two-dimensional algebra 
of one axion-like and one dilation invariance is automatically enlarged to the 
three-dimensional non-compact SU(1,1) algebra through the addition of a 
conformai transformation, which leaves the Kâhler potential invariant. Besides 
its relevance to string theories at low energies, this larger set of 
invariances exhibits an interesting mechanism : the U(l) acts as a catalyst. 
Indeed, it commutes with all the SU(1,1) transformations, but its presence is 
necessary and sufficient to obtain this larger algebra of invariances. It 
should be mentioned that the SU(1,1) generators ccr-idered here â t both on 
the dilaton-axions and the matter fields. This is a unique set of exact 
continuous global symmetries of the Kâhler potential that involves also the 
superpotential. It should be contrasted with SU(1,1) isometries that by 
definition leave invariant the Kâhler metrics and thus give no constraints on 
the superpotential. Instead, the SU(1,D transformations here are symmetries 
of the whole Kâhler potential that defines the supergravity lagrangian, and 
therefore restrict the form of the superpotential to be a homogeneous gauge 
invariant of the matter fields. 

Recently, SU(1,1) invariance has been put forward in the discussion of 
flatness and positivity of the scalar potential derived from supergravity 
models'*" "'. These studies were essentially performed in the framework of 
SU(1,1)AJ(1) cr-models, where the non-linear SU(1,1) isometry is at least 
partially broken by the introduction of matter fields (unless the c-model is 
enlarged to SU(n,l)/U(n) ) "•' ''. The SU(1,1) symmetry introduced in this paper 
is different, but nevertheless, gives specific predictions for the scalar» 
potential. In the :tjond part of the present work, we compute the scalar 
potential for a class of models with SU(1,1) x U(l) isometry and a general 
superpotential. For a cubic superpotential, corresponding to the SU(1,1) 
invariant Kâhler potential, one obtains a flat potential with a vanishing 
cosraological constant. (More precisely, after the spontaneous breaking of 
local supersymmetry, there remains a global supersymmetry within the gauge 
non-singlet sector). If only the axion-like invariance is left unbroken by the 
superpotential, the cosmological constant can be found to be negative with a 
non-vanishing expectation value for the matter fields. 

Let us first introduce our notations and briefly rederive the general 
expression of the Kâhler potential, consistent with the classical invariances 
of the compactified string theory, along the lines of ref.[7). The complex 
scalar associated with the zero-modes arejjenoted by s, t and •" where Ims 
and Imt are the two axions which only appear in the Lagrangian through their 
derivatives [13], Res and Ret are related to the dilatons, and *" are the 
" matter " scalars 2 1 .-He thus look for à general Kâhler potential, 
K(s,s*,t,t*,•*,•**) defining a D — 4 supergravity lagrangian. The nxion-like 
symmetries require K to be invariant under the imaginary translations. 



s -» s + iO, t -» t+icx (a, P real), so that 3K/a(s-s*) = 3K/a<t-t*) = 0, hence 
K has to be a function of (s + s*) and (t + t*) only. Under the scale 
transfornation, s -• \s, the rescaling of the lagrangian requires e* -» \ ' l e ' . 
So that (s+s*)9K/a(s+s*)=-l. Hence 

K = - Infs + s*) + G(t + t*. •",•"*) (1) 

We thus notice that the second dilation invariance'1'3,7' can be combined with 
the previous one, to obtain an exact symmetry of the Kâhler potential, K -• K, 
under the rescaling t -» \t, *" -t \"2b', s -t s. Therefore, G has to be a 
function of the scaling invariant variables 

Z" = <t>"/(t+t*)1/! 

only, and can be put in the general form 

G = -in h(Z",Z"*)/ W<Z") 

(2) 

(3) 

The existence of a (non-trivial) analytic superpotential W(4>°) requires W(Z") 
to be homogeneous in Z", i.e. Z*dW75Z" = nW. Hence 

«here 

G = -n Inf(t+t*)(l + g(Z",Z"*))| + in|w(*a 

g[z",Z"*] = /h(Z a,z"*)V / n - 1 . 

(4) 

(5) 

2 1 The definition of these fields in terms of the zero-modes of the 
compactified string is given, e.g., in refs [1] and [7] : (s,t) are denoted by 
(S,T) and (X,Y) in refs-tl] and [7] respectively. For simplicity, we disregard 
the zero-modes arising from the vielbein although the analysis can be easily 
extended to include them. . 
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Since W(d>a) is expected^• *' to be cubic in the cf's, n is ecual to 3. Eq.U), 
with n = 3, is essentially the general expression derived in ref.[7]. 

With eq.(4) in hand, it is natural for one to look for all the 
possible exact symmetries (besides the ones we already observed above) which 
are associated with this function G. 1-et us denote by [...,X] the action of a 
symmetry generator X and by U ... IT1 that of a group element U. 

a) By construction, G is invariant under translations t -* t + ia (a real) and 
we denote E to be the corresponding generator : 

[t,E] = -i , |*a,EJ = 0 (6) 

Similarly, we denote D to be the generator of the dilations, with 

[t,D] = t and (*"."| = i *" (7) 

which also leaves G invariant, i.e. [G,D] = 0. Motice that these two 
generators (D,E) close a two-dimensional non-compact algebra with 

[D,E] = E (8) 

and generate a group of symmetries of G. 

b) Consider the transformations generated by C, such that 

[t,C] = it2 , U»,c| = it *" . (9) 

This transformation also leaves G invariant, [G,C] = 0, provided that 

Z« ĝ  = z"*g t (g = dq/t>2a) . (10) 
n 

Let us postpone the discussion of this condition (eq.(lO)) for the time being 
and first examine its consequences. From eqs.(6)-(9), the generators C, D and 
E close the Lie algebra of SU(1,1) : 

[D,CJ = -C , [D,E] = E and [C,E] = 2D . (11) 

Therefore, with eq.(10), G is invariant under the SU(1,1) group of 
transformations IU = exp(TC + SD + CE)I (T,5,< f R). Its compact subgroup 
U(l) , generated by (C+E), acts linearly on an alternative set of variables 
defined by 

1 = ill . y!> *L- , (12) 
l+t l+t 

[tI,C+E] = 2it) , ly", CtEJ = iy" . (13) 
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c) Eq.(lO) expresses the invariance of G under the transformation Z' -» e'°Z". 

Correspondingly, ve define H by 

[t,M] = 0 , I"*» ,M1 = -i* a (14) 

such that K generates a compact 11(1) of transformations that leaves G 

invariant. M commutes with the SU(1,1) generators (refer to eqs.(5)-<ll)). 

Therefore, G, as defined by eg.. (4), is invariant under the symmetry group of 

SU(1,1) x Dlll^. 

d) It is useful to single out the element u = exp[rc/2(C+E+M)] of the compact 
U(1) C 4 E x U(1) M subgroup of this SU(1,1) x U(1) M such that 

ntn = t"1 , Il*nn = *"/t and II2 = 1 , (15) 

i.e. 

Ilrill = -Ti , [ ly a n = y" . (16) 

n is connected to our realization of the SU(1,1) algebra by the following 

interesting relations 

ID,fl! = 0 and C = IIE.H . (17) 

The transformation n in (IS) will also appear in our discussion of flat 

potentials. 

Let us consider the simple quadratic case g(Z,Z*)=A Z°Zb +B Z"Zb+h.c. 
,. * «b nb 

How, A can be deformed into 8 t through a linear analytic redefinition 
• b ah 

•* -» •'* . By replacing t by t' = t + B B b •"•''. G then takes the well known 

for» of the Kâhler potential associated with an SU(n+l,l)/U(n+l) manifold 

(where a = 1, ..., n), plus the superpotential term. The SU(1,1) x U(1) M as 

defined in (6), (7). (8) and (14) is therefore the subgroup of the isoroetry 

group SU(n+l,l) which leaves G invariant. This case consistently describes the 

limit of the general expression (4) for small values of the fields •". As 

discussed in ref.[14], the SU(n+l,l)/U(n+l) structure in the limit where the 

fields are small is the condition for the flatness of the scalar potential 

near the origin. 

We go back to our assumption (10), which amounts to requiring the 

U(l) symmetry above. The amazing point is that it is also necessary to ensure 

the SU(1,1) non-compact symmetry in spite of the fact that M commutes with :he 

SU(1,1) algebra. If, for instance, one takes a generator of ths gauge group, 

which obviously corresponds to n symmetry, it is not possible to construct a 

non-compact algebra larger than (8) that is a symmetry of G (not even an 

isometry). 

liPt ns consider thP rMli-.ation nf this 11(1 ) svmmt'trv at Hi» IPVPI nf 
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the D = 10 supergravity Lagrangian'2-'. The D = 4 fields i>aify") correspond to 

the zero modes of the (D = 10) gauge fields A (A # ) , where i(i') are indices 

associated with the holomorphic (anti-holomorphic) coordinates in the compact 

space K . Therefore, the U(l) transformations, •" -» e " V , correspond to 

A f •+ e'°A and A -» e"'°A . It can then be easily checked that all terms in 

the D= 10 Lagrangian that only involve the zero modes are invariant under this 

U(1) M- What remains to be investigated is whether this symmetry is preserved 

by the integration over Kaluza-Klein states. In this sense, this U(l) 

symmetry has the same status as the trilinear property of the superpotential '•'' 

The physical implications of the group SUd.l) as a non-linear 
isometry of the Kàhler manifold of the bosonic fields have been pointed out by 
different authors' 0" 1 2' . They are mainly related to the structure of the 
supergravity potential : its flatness along (at least) one complex direction, 
and its positivity, with a zero value at the minimum, i.e. a vanishing 
cosmological constant. Hore precisely, it was shown that the potential is flat 
for one field living in the SU(1,1)/U(1) coset if the superpotential is 
invariant under the axionic non-compact subgroup. In this case, the flatness 
can be related to the possibility of linearizing the SU(1,1) realization 
through the insertion of a compensator superfield''0'. The introduction of 
more fields (including the matter fields) in general spoils the SU(1,1) 
symmetry but, remarkably enough, the flatness of the classical potential is 
related to the axion-like U(l) symmetry. If the additional fields are included 
in the framework of a more symmetric SU"(n+l,l)/U(n+l) structure'"', the 
SU(n+l,l) action can be linearized with the introduction of a compensator 
field. Even at the quantum level, the vanishing of the cosmological constant 
has been associated with the non-compact U(l) symmetry by the use of the 
linearized version of the symmetry'• 2'. 

Instead, the SU(1,1) considered here looks quite different : it is an 
exact symmetry of G which requires a cubic form of the superpotential to be 
implemented. Indeed, it transforms all fields (not only t), the coset 
structure of non-linear ff-models is not required (although the SU(n,l)/U(n) 
one is obtained for V small), and the SU(l.l) cannot be linearized, in 
general, by the introduction of a non-physical field. These features then ask 
for a reexamination of the questions of flatness and positive definiteness of 
the corresponding scalar potential. 

An interesting feature of the SU(1,1) xll(l) invariant models is that 
one can explicitly compute this scalar potential. Moreover, the computation 
can be enlarged to the case of S(J(l,l)xlI(l) isometry with an arbitrary 
superpotential with partial or total breaking of the symmetry. For the sake of 
simplicity, we focus on a restricted class of KShler potentials, but the 
result can be extended to thegeneral case. In expression (4), we choose 

g ='-2Z"Z"'ï + r(?.n,Z"'> , (18) 
ai/ 



1 1 h* 1 * 
with a quartic real function r = i r Z " = ± r Z = i r Z"Zb . The 

2 " 2 t * 4 »b* 
special case r = 0 gives the SU(n,l)/U(n) cr-model. 

It is convenient"8^ to consider the function 1 = (t+t*)(l+g) to 

define a "metric" * (and its inverse * 1 J ) so that, e.g. 
IJ 

*' = * , J « à , .... etc, the index I(J*) runs over the ïields t, 

• <t*, •* ). In this notation, we can write the scalar potential f as follows : 

V = e'fFfs.s*) + I * vl + D-terms (19) 

with 

( \v.¥ - 3tf 
V = - __i l.ï' -

9 4" 

The s field only appears through the (positive) function F which is equal to 

one for K given by (1). It is commonly believed that condensation in the 

hidden E' gaugino sector will modify F so that F = 0 at the minimum of y'16-'. 

For this reason, we will disregard the F(s,s") contribution in what follows. 

From expressions (18) and (19) 

y _ J » _ W-3 f n 1 H "»'J b* to* ~3 l/i 

\ w ( t + t * ) , / z 1 + r J [w* ( t + t ' ) , / 2 1 + r j 

+ J^iil j£_ + -L [!•: fty-+ * " " » ' 3 W 

t+t* 1-r 2 1 _ r V* 

(20) 

+ h . c . 

where « • •*» IV is in general an analytic function that reduces to a number 

for a homogeneous superpotential, and M"b is the inverse of 

M . - - g , + — • (21) 
.»* »b* 1+r 

Since from (19), V" > - -, we get -1 < r < 1 from eq.(2C). Let us now examine 

successively i) the case 'JJ = 3, V( = 0 cormsponding to SU(1,1) x U(1) M 

symmetry, ii) the case ' « / 3, W = 0 with partial breaking into the 

axion-like subgroup and iii) che case « / 3, W( so. 

i) W = » - 3 - 0 : (20) reduces to the simple expression 
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V = W M n b * W t I |W|2 !22) 
a b * 

whenever W = V = 0 , independent of t and t*, the contribution of V vanishes 

in the scalar potential, with the condition that the matrix H (or, 
ab 

equivalently, -g J is positive definite, this flat direction will give a 
Rb 

minimum with zero contribution to the cosmological constant. In spite of the 
differences already mentioned, we get a similar result for the scalar 
potential as in previous no-scale models'-'''. 

ft 

ii) w ^ 3, W = 0 : the matrix M"" being positive definite, it is clear that 

the minimum of V will be reached when r or W . One thus gets : 
a a 

V = |ï_ - T±V r M ">'r + _5f_ |«-3|2 . (23) 
|2r l+r| " b* 1_ rz 

If r is chosen to be a positive function of the matter fields, both 
terms in eq.(23) are positive and the minimum is obtained when r = 0, i.e. 
the case of the SU(n,l)/U(n) u*-model with a t-independent superpotential. 
However, if r can take negative values in some domain of the field manifold, 
the situation is rather different. According to the value of <JJ, one can reach 
negative values of V, which implies a negative cosmological constant. This is 
particularly obvious in the case ai < 3, with r = «/('JJ-6), for some field 
configuration for which the first term of (23) vanishes whereas the second is 
strictly negative. A more detailed study shows that for any value of <u / 3, 
there exists a region of negative values of r, consistent with the 
constraints, for which V is negative. 

ill) <«> * 3, W / 0. The positive definiteness of V is lost unless W(ip" , t) is 

homogeneous of degree 3 in both 4>"'s and t, in which case the last term in 
(20) vanishes. This last case has a specific property : it is invariant under 
the subgroup of SU(1,1) x U(l) of the transformation (9) generated by C. To 
show this, let us perform a n transformation, as given in (15): K, and thus V, 
just changes by a modincation of the superpotential, which is replaced by a 
function of the •"'s only. We therefore return to the case ii) which is 
characterized by the E-invariance (6). From (IT), this means a C-invariance 
before the n-transformation. 

As a final remark, our discussiim of rase ii) shows that non-compact 
U(l) symmetry does not necessarily imply a zero cosmological constant, even in 
the presence of the non-linear SH(.l,l) isometry. The reason is that in our 
case the SUU.l) action cannot be linearized as already mentioned. 
Furthermore, it is easy to provide exan.ptes for which r small and negative 
gives negative values of V. In this case the flat t-direction (•" = 0) is not 
a mininum of V, in spite of the fact .that, this is a near - KU(n, 1)/U(n) 
manifold along the t-direction. This happens sincn V is indeed zero to the 

order (•"•'' ) but the positive '(quartic in *") contribution that is 
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proportional to |W | 2 can be compensated by the negative quartic contribution 
proportional to r. 

In conclusion, the general form of the Kâhler potential of the 
effective supergravity theory is further constrained by the existence of the 
U(1) H symmetry and has a non compact SU(1,1) x U(l) invariance. Although 
local supersymmetry is expected to be broken by non-perturbative effects in 
the hidden sector, the effective classical theory manifests itself a global 
supersynmetry in the observable sector. In this sense, it belongs to the 
general class oi: no-scale models^11 , with the peculiar feature that the 
Kahler metric could be more general than the St)(n,l)/U(n) one, since the 
superpotential is cubic in the scalar matter fields. 
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